
Product activation manual:
• Create account via APP
• Register the device
• Alarms setting



1. Search for «GPSANGEL» without space between GPS and 

ANGEL on your app store. Download the app an start it.

2. In the first screen tap on “Sign Up” .

3. Insert your email address in first field. Pay attention that a 

blank space is not present at the end of email address. 

This email will be used as user name. 

4. Press on small arrow below, to generate a verification

number, which will be sent at ypur email in few seconds.

5. Insert the verification number received via email, in the 

field near the arrow.

6. Type a chosen password, lenght must be at least 6 digits, 

must contain letters and numbers. 

7. Type again password on second field «CONFIRM 

PASSWORD».

8. Press SUBMIT.

APP GPSANGEL ACCOUNT CREATION



1. From HOME screen, tap on the      icon in the top-right corner, 

to add a GPSANGEL device to your account. 

2. Insert the IMEI number printed on the back of device or on the 

label on the side of white box. You can type this numer or 

scan the bar code, by pressing the          icon and pointing the 

phone towards the barcode label. 

REGISTER YOUR DEVICE TO YOUR ACCOUNT.

3. Then pess «Add Device» to bind your GPSANGEL to your

account.



Insert additional information regarding 

the GPSANGEL installed (these data 

are not compulsory) and press SAVE

To remove a device from an account:

1. Go to “LIST” screen

2. Press the icon below the device to 

remove.

3. Press “Unbound” icon.



After the bind procedure, the vehicle icon will 
appear on the map.

Press refresh icon         if the vehicle is not 
visible.
It may take a few seconds before the vehicle 
appears on the screen because the server 
needs to update the data.



Press vehicle icon to activate vehicle 
detail screen. 

Slide up the lower part of the screen , 
to access the complete list of 
commands.

ALLARMS SETTING.



Press COMMAND to enter in command 
screen

Insert your mobile number, adding  “00” 
(and not “+”) on which you wish to receive 
calls and SMS alarms. Press “Send” to send 
the command to GPSANGEL



- Platform: when selected a 
notification will be generated 
by the APP.

- SMS: when selected you will 
receive an SMS alarm 
message with the google map 
link to the position.

- Call: when selected you will 
receive a phone call as alarm 
notification.

It’s the movement-
detection alarm. When
the vehicle is moved
with engine OFF, 
GPSANGEL sends an 
alarm notification.

When the vehicle is 
moved from its 
position, exceeding a 
preset distance (from 
100mt to 1 km)
GPSANGEL sends an 
alarm.

Low battery alarm (only
GPSANGEL 20): when vehicle
battery voltage quando la 
batteria del veicolo drops below
11 V , GPSANGEL sends an alarm 
and remains active using its 
internal battery.

Vibration sensitivity: it’s the 
movement-detection sensitivity
setting (only GPSANGEL20).
Level1 most sensitive, level5 is
less sensitive.

Command to manually
arm and disarm the 
device.

Toggle manual or 
automatic mode for 
device arming.  



only GPSANGEL20
Cut off feature: trigger the 
external relais from remote. 
Relais can be connected to cut
fuel pump power or starting
motor relais, see user manual for 
a connection diagram.

To send this command is
necessary to type again the 
account password.
This features runs only once the 
vehicle is steady or its speed 
drops below 20 km/h.

User defined: this feature can be
used to send SMS command via
APP. Check user manual for
complete list of SMS commands
and their usage. 


